
Game Mechanics 

Missions 
 

 There are three mission types:  Missions, Boss Missions, and Side Encounters 

 Missions are the core missions of the game: villainous plots, bank heists, etc 

 Boss Missions are memorable, epic battles that deal directly with villains from the Rogues Gallery 

 Side Encounters are optional diversionary missions that the player will discover on his travels 
through the Twin Cities 

 Certain Missions and Side Encounters can be timed events, and more than one can occur 
simultaneously 

 Succeeding or failing on any mission has an effect on the player’s Hero Rating 
 
Unlike other heroes who need to respond to threats almost immediately, The Flash has the luxury of 
being able to show up at the last possible second and still create a positive outcome.  In “Fastest Man 
Alive”, The Flash will be receiving his missions via a police radio headset built into his costume and being 
broadcast to him by Hunter Zolomon (Professor Zoom’s civilian identity).  On certain occasions he will 
come across a mission on his own, most likely some sort of specially-marked NPC indicating that they 
have a mission for the Flash.  At first, the distance between situations won’t be too far, but as the game 
goes on The Flash will have to handle racing back and forth between both cities to handle situations that 
arise.  As the player gets used to the city and better understands how long it takes him to get to certain 
portions of it, he will get a concrete idea of how much he can afford to delay before needing to race off to 
a certain objective. 
 
The current thought is that there are three categories of missions The Flash might embark on: Missions, 
Boss Missions, and Side Encounters.  
 
Missions are those that will be broadcast to the player in some fashion.  These missions have The Flash 
dealing with situations like robberies, malfunctioning reactors, building fires; threats to the cities that have 
reached a point where only someone with The Flash’s ability could possibly handle.  Borrowing a page 
from Dead Rising, certain missions will have a time limit associated with them which indicates the amount 
of time The Flash has to address the situation.  If the mission’s timer runs out, the player fails that 
mission, which will in turn affect his Hero Rating (more information on Hero Rating can be found in the 
“Hero Rating” section).  Because of the speed at which The Flash can travel, he does not have to solve 
every situation immediately, which gives him the unique ability to juggle situations by racing from one to 
another and dealing with them when he pleases.  He could show up just before bank robbers are 
escaping with the loot and still manage to stop them in time.  This allows the player to be very creative in 
handling the many crises he will be called upon to solve.  
 
Similar to regular Missions, Boss Missions are also broadcast to the player in some fashion.  These 
missions though directly deal with acts of villainy perpetrated by members of the Rogues Gallery.  Boss 
Missions only become available once the player has reached an appropriate Hero Rating and these 
missions cannot be ignored by the player like regular Missions can.  Unlike regular Missions in which the 
game continues whether the player succeeds or fails at them, Boss Missions will force you to start over if 
you do poorly.  Many will have degrees of success associate to them though, so the better you do in them 
(save more people, complete a task in record time, etc) the more points you can potentially earn towards 
your Hero Rating.  Successfully beating a Boss Mission also signifies the end of one story chapter and 
the start of another. 
 



Side Encounters are those scenarios that The Flash will happen upon during his travels from hot spot to 
hot spot.  These might be situations like rescuing a person falling out of a building or pulling someone out 
of the way of a speeding car.  Some of these will be “Nick of Time” rescues that only The Flash could do.  
Side Encounters will sit around as available options to be dealt with at any time.  Once initiated, the actual 
event might be timed though, again requiring the player to complete the objective within a certain window 
of opportunity.  Side Encounters are completely optional and won’t affect your Hero Rating too much.  
They are simply your chance to go above and beyond what you are expected to do and could be best be 
summed up as the difference between earning an “A” or an “A+” based off your effort.  They will also aid 
in raising your Hero Rating to the point where you start to earn clues and information about the up coming 
boss fight.  In many cases, these Side Encounters might be mini games in their own right like requiring 
the player to hit a sequence of launch nodes in order to rescue victims.  They are fun diversions that help 
the player feel like he has some control over his character’s destiny. 
 

Mission HUDs 
 Currently active missions are displayed on a mini map HUD 

 The player at any time can enter a world map screen and highlight a mission to get relative 
information about it 

 This information tells the player where it is at, how much time is left in the situation, the 
approximate number of enemies, etc. 

 Once the player has selected a mission to be his primary mission, an on screen arrow will help to 
point him in the correct direction 

 
The player will need a user friendly and intuitive way to keep track of the many missions that are 
presented to him. The two core ways of doing that are through the Mini Map HUD and the World Map 
screen  
 
The Mini Map is a basic map like view of the city that is found in most games that involve any sort of 
distance traveling (like Burnout or World of Warcraft.) When notified of a situation, an arrow icon gets 
added to the edge of the mini map and will show its relative direction from The Flash.  The map itself will 
display a set radial distance away from the player and be a basic visual representation of the area he is 
currently in. 
 
The player will be able to bring up a stylized World Map that shows both cities and the location of all 
currently active missions in relation to one another. The player has the option to manually pick his next 
objective to focus on and highlighting an objective will give some basic information about it. 
 
Once a mission has been picked it is designated as your primary objective, and returning back to the 
game, the player will find an onscreen arrow that will point in the general direction of the mission.  This 
arrow will always stay focused on the current mission helping to guide the player to it. 
 
More information on these HUD elements, plus the others that we have planned, can be found in the 
“HUD” section later in the document. 
 
 

 
 
 



The Timer 
 Mission specific on screen timer adds tension to mission. 

 Timer will speed up and slow down depending on how fast the player is moving to simulate the 
speed at which The Flash is moving 

 The player will use the timer to keep track of how much time he still has left to handle situations 
 
At the core of the strategic gameplay of “Fastest Man Alive” is managing time and distance.  
Players will be required to attempt to manage multiple simultaneous crises as best they can.  To facilitate 
the player’s time management, there will be a constantly running timer on screen when called for.  Not 
only does this device show the player how much time is passing in the game, but it also helps to inform 
them how fast they are moving.  The faster The Flash is moving, the slower the timer is counting down.  
Flash can be moving so fast that time seems to crawl to a stop, or he could stand still long enough that 
the timer would reflect “real time”.  More information on the timer can be found in both the “Targeting” 
and “Transit” sections. 
 
 

 
 

Hero Rating  
 A player’s Hero Rating is affected by his success or failure on missions 

 Players can complete Side Encounters and bonus missions to improve their rating 

 Hero rating is reflected visually in the city: succeed and the city will blossom 

 Failing missions has the reverse effect and the city itself will begin to visibly sink into despair 

 News reports of his success or failure will follow after every mission 

 Having a high enough Hero Rating will unlock boss fights, allowing the player to progress 

 A high Hero Rating can also unlock shortcuts and new areas throughout the city 
 
Successfully completing missions will increase the player’s Hero Rating, an overall assessment of their 
crime fighting performance.  Allowing a mission’s timer to expire without completing it will damage The 
Flash’s hero rating, so the player must constantly be trying to address as many situations as he possibly 
can.   
 
As the player’s Hero Rating goes up, the Twin Cities will begin to reflect his excellent performance.  
Posters and banners will go up around town extolling the heroic Flash, statues will start to appear, streets 
will be renamed, and eventually they will even build him The Flash Museum (which would eventually 
become the location of other missions).  Even everyday citizens will congratulate and thank The Flash 
when they see him. 
 



When the player has a low Hero Rating, it will be reflected negatively in the Cities: there will be more 
debris in the streets, graffiti on the walls and overall the city will take on a more gloomy appearance, 
visually representing the crime that the player has allowed to take root.   
 
In either case, The Flash will also be receiving brief news reports after each scenario has been completed 
or failed.  They will either be glowing reviews showcasing his heroic actions or scathing editorials ripping 
him apart for failing in his task.  These will be shown during gameplay in a picture-in-picture frame, 
allowing the player unbroken gameplay while keeping him appraised of his progress. 
 
The Hero Rating will encourage players to not only beat the game, but beat it well.  This will also help to 
create replay value for the game.  And as mentioned earlier, the Hero Rating also acts as a gate to the 
story progression of the game.  The player will need to reach a certain Hero Rating before a Boss Mission 
will become available to him.  Regular Missions will continue to be broadcast to The Flash until he 
reaches the appropriate level and can proceed to the Boss Mission. 
 
Hero rating will also open up new parts of the city, and potentially new shortcuts like the opening of the 
subway system or the monorail which both act as a new expressway giving the player even more access 
the world around him. 
 
It is also possible for the player to earn more Hero Rating points than he needs for opening up a boss 
fight.  At certain intervals above what the player needs, he will be given a clue.  Borrowing a page from 
Assassin’s Creed, the clues will give the player hints for how to handle the boss fights.  They might give 
the player information about blocking patterns, or boss attacks patterns, it might give him visual clues to 
look for to spot weaknesses, or even tell him the best way to approach the situation.  If the player 
manages to max out the points for that particular chapter, then he will receive a special clue that is 
attached to a side story about a rash of killings that might be the work of a serial killer.  Collecting all of 
the clues through the whole game will unlock a bonus mission at the end of the game.  For more 
information about that bonus mission, see the Boss Fight section. 
 
Below is a list of ideas that could be possible effects that occur in the city to clue the player in on what his 
Hero Rating is.  Note that in all likelihood these will not all be created, and instead we will choose a 
subset as we finalize scale and scope: 
 
Positive Hero Rating: 

o Banners hanging from buildings or lamp posts  
o Posters  
o Billboards  
o Murals painted on walls  
o Street Signs/Freeways changing their names (like how the 94 is also known as Martin 

Luther King Freeway)  
o Statues built  
o New structures built (Flash Museum and maybe some Flash related memorabilia shops)  
o More people out walking around  
o Store signs advertising Flash related specials (like a new sandwich named after him, or 

some sort of Flash Day sales event)  
o Guys walking around with sandwich boards (you know, those guys that always have “The 

end of the world is near” signs hanging from them) proclaiming his greatness  
o Newsboy Crier on a street corner by a newsstand yelling out “Extra, Extra, The Flash 

saves Keystone again!”  
o Blimp with message board  
o Audio Clues  
o Birds chirping 
o Children playing 
o People laughing 

 
 



Negative Hero Rating: 
o Graffiti over posters, billboards, murals (can be text proclaiming his failure as well as add 

mustaches and devil horns to any images of him)  
o Statues covered in graffiti and marked by birds 
o Blimp messages now negative  
o Sandwich boards now proclaiming how The Flash is a menace or washed up 
o Newsboy Crier on a street corner by a newsstand yelling out “Extra, Extra, The Flash 

messes up again!”  
o Some structures now boarded up and going out of business (taken over by a chain 

laundry etc.)  
o More litter blowing down the streets  
o Potentially we could adjust the overall global contrast a bit and gloom things down  
o Audio Clues  
o More car alarms going off in the back ground  
o Gun shots  
o Glass breaking  
o Police sirens  
o More neighbors yelling at each other  
o Overall audio sense of city distress  

 
 

Transit 
 The Flash is traveling down paths which will give the illusion of a fully 

realized city 

 The paths will be both vertical and horizontal, incorporating twists, turns and 
jumps 

 Combat can happen at any time along these paths allowing for high velocity 
battles 

 Sometimes combat will occur at a Speed Trap where the player will be 
decelerated to engage opponents in slower hand to hand combat 

 A heightened sense of speed will be realized through advanced special 
effects and shaders 

  
As soon as the player has picked which situation to address, they use their mini-
map to figure out how to get there, and simply take off running.  It is important to 
note that The Flash will not be roaming freely through an open sandbox.  Instead, 
he will travel through carefully laid out courses that link together different encounter 
nodes.   Although the player will not be traveling through a fully-realized city, the 
backgrounds and scenery that the player runs through will be designed to give the 
impression that they are.  By creating more limited, controlled environments, we can 
not only give the player the sense that they are traveling through a large city without 
actually building it, we can also create a complex and varied free-running 
experience without risking the player getting lost or confused. 
 



It is important to note that these paths are not anywhere near as linear as the tracks in racing games: 
they are tracks that incorporate vertical and lateral movement, sharp turns, and other unexpected twists 
that only The Flash could handle.  He would be able to run up the back of a car and launch himself onto 
the face of a building, racing up the side to an elevated train track.  Then he could hop on to the passing 
train, run down its length until it entered into a tunnel, forcing The Flash to spiral along the walls of the 
tunnel which would then open up to a straight away.  The Flash is not limited to running in a straight line 
and the level design will most definitely reflect that.  One might think of the gameplay as being similar to 
Prince of Persia or Assassin’s Creed, but at much, much higher speeds. 
 
Also, although these pathways will be designed as tracks and not open areas, it is important to remember 
that combat in The Flash can happen at any time.  The Flash might be hurtling on his way to a scenario, 
only to be caught in a villain’s speed trap, grinding him to a halt and forcing him to contend with an enemy 
encounter before he can proceed.  By allowing combat and high-speed navigation to take place in the 
same level structure, we will give the game a sense of continuity and unity and never break the player’s 
immersion in The Flash.  This also allows us to use combat as a counterpoint to contrast against high-
speed travel, which will give the player the urge to successfully complete a combat encounter as quickly 
as possible so that they can regain their lost momentum. 
 
For navigational purposes, when The Flash starts to hit higher levels of speed, he will begin to handle 
slightly differently to facilitate a more vectored, less lateral control scheme, giving the player more 
appropriate control for high speed situations.  For example, pushing left and right will turn The Flash more 
gradually than he maneuvers normally, allowing him to easily strafe around objects in his path while 
maintaining a mostly straight vector.   
 
Fastest Man Alive will feature intensely visceral advanced special effects and shaders to convey the 
feeling of traveling at extreme velocities.  Much like the Burnout or Need for Speed games, a motion 
blurring effect around the edge of the screen will be used to heighten the game’s sense of speed.  As The 
Flash starts to go even faster, screen shake effects as well as sound effects will start to kick in.  When 
The Flash achieves his maximum velocity, the world around him will seem to slow down until it appears to 
be almost standing still. The controller will also respond in kind by beginning to vibrating in the player’s 
hands building in intensity as the player builds up The Flash’s speed. 
 
The player’s performance in transit will have a direct effect on the upcoming encounter: the faster the 
player gets there, the more time he will have before that encounter’s timer expires.  The earlier the player 
can finish an encounter, the more likely it will be that he can handle a second, simultaneous encounter.  
Also, the Speed Force power ups that the player collects in en route can be saved up for use in the 
upcoming encounter. 
 
 

Speed Zones 

 Flash has three different zones of speed he can achieve 

 Each zone has different sounds and visual effects attached to them to help the player easily 
identify how fast he is going 

 The player can shift into higher speed zones with a period of unbroken acceleration or through 
the use of certain launch nodes 

 The different speed zones will affect collision and the availability of launch nodes 
 
Currently, we are planning on The Flash having three different “zones” of speed that he can achieve.  
Zone 1 (“Green”) is the range of speed between an Olympic sprinter and a motocross biker.  Zone 2 
(“Blue”) is a higher velocity, similar to a sports car driving through city streets.  Zone 3 (“Red”) is a speed 
comparable to a high grade motorcycle at full throttle on a freeway.   
 



The current thought for controlling speed is to have the player press the stick all the way forward when he 
wants to accelerate to the next zone.  Holding the stick forward for a certain amount of time will speed up 
The Flash and kick him into the next speed zone.  To stay in that zone rather than continuing to try for the 
next one, the player would just need to let back on the stick a bit (halfway between neutral and full 
forward). To drop back down to a lower zone, the player puts the stick into the neutral centered position 
and The Flash will slowly drop in velocity. The player will also be able to quickly tap a button to cause 
Flash to do a rapid 180 degree turn or pull back on the stick and hold to cause him to screech to a stop. 
 
The different speed zones will be made available to the Flash based on what level he is in.  If there isn’t 
enough room to accelerate along a straightaway to red zone speed, there is no way to reach those 
velocities.  So, for example, The Flash would not be able to reach the red zone in a dense neighborhood 
full of sharp turns: he would have to be in an expressway level with long straight-aways or launch nodes 
that will boost his speed.  In this way, we can gracefully control how fast the player should be traveling in 
any particular level, which in turn allows for a great number of environmental, memory, and gameplay 
optimizations. 
 
Each zone would also have different FX associated with it so the player could clearly identify what zone 
he was in (different particles trailing off The Flash, different sounds, different screen effects).  We are also 
considering having some sort of buffer or barrier that the player has to push through in order to get to the 
next zone.  Kind of like a transmission and the revs of an engine, it would help the player know when he 
was getting close to the next level of speed.  Again this would most likely be accomplished through some 
sort of visual and audio clue. 
 

Mass and Collision 

 The Flash’s speed will determine whether he glances off objects or plows through them  

 Going faster increases The Flash’s mass allowing him to smash through less dense objects 

 A high speed collision will make Flash stumble, giving the player a small window of opportunity 
regain his footing 

 High speed, full out collisions will be visceral and catastrophic 
 
 
In the comics, rather than slamming into objects, The Flash will usually “vibrate his molecules” which 
allows him to pass right through them.  This is fine and dandy for that medium, but this is an ability that 
would be incredibly difficult to incorporate fairly into a video game.  If The Flash could do it in one case, 
the player would be expecting to do it everywhere.  So rather than having to frustrate player expectations, 
we simply decided “no vibrating through objects”.  Instead, we would let science play into things a bit 
more than they do in the comics and have the Flash increase in mass the faster he goes. 
 
While the player is moving at higher levels of speed, The Flash’s increasing mass will affect how he 
collides with things.  His reaction (and the reaction of the object) will be realized according to his speed 
and the size and the mass of the object he collides with.  Less dense objects will get tossed aside as The 
Flash plows through them at high velocity.  Objects that can be plowed though will be clearly identified in 
game through some form of visual marking.  With certain objects though (like pedestrians) we will take a 
slightly different approach and give them a “soft collision” that will simply shove the player around them 
no matter what speed the player is traveling instead of stopping them dead, disrupting the player’s 
velocity as little as possible and not affecting the pedestrian. 
 
At any rate of speed if the player hits something that he can’t easily glance off of or plow through he will 
stumble for a second or so giving the player a chance to regain The Flash’s composure.  The faster the 
player is going, the more of a stumble grace period they will be allowed.  But, if the player bumps into 
anything else during that stumbling period, even objects with soft collision, it will cause The Flash to crash 
and he will lose all his momentum. See the Physics - Speed Based Collision Recipe for more details as 
to how Flash needs to react to objects at different speeds.   



When a player crashes, we want to play up the fact that the player is traveling at incredibly high speeds 
and see The Flash forcibly impact into objects with spectacular results taking advantage of our physics 
package.  Crashing should be visually arresting and even though it costs the player time and speed, it 
should be viewed as something enjoyable and not something frustrating.  Crashes are an important 
opportunity to emphasize The Flash’s superhuman speed, and will be highlighted with appropriate 
physics, special effects, environmental destruction, and camera work.   
 

Launch Nodes 

 Launch nodes instantly change The Flash’s vector, allowing him to turn 90 degrees, run up the 
face of a building, or even send him flying through the air 

 Launch nodes appear and disappear based on Flash’s speed  

 The player will find different path options open to him by altering his speed through a course.   
 
In order to successfully combine the non-linear, lateral, and vertical movement that The Flash is uniquely 
capable of with his outrageous top speeds, it is necessary to give players, who do not possess The 
Flash’s superhuman perception and reflexes, some level of automation to control such a dynamic 
character.  This will be accomplished through the use of launch nodes: objects found throughout the 
Cities that can instantaneously change The Flash’s vector and speed. 
 
The visual of a launch node is currently being thought of a translucent graphical representation laid over 
some piece of actual in-game geometry, like a 90 degree bent arrow being placed next to a lamp post.  
Whatever art direction we choose to take, the ultimate goal is the dissemination of 2 key pieces of 
information; the player will be able to clearly identify a launch node in the environment and will know upon 
sight exactly what that launch node will do.  Therefore it is possible that the final art direction of launch 
nodes might take a more arcade like iconified approach for the sake of being user-intuitive. 
 
As for functionality, upon contacting a launch node it will instantly propel The Flash in a predetermined 
direction without losing any momentum: some of them will allow him to make ninety degree turns on a 
dime, whereas others will fling him high into the air.  Each launch node will trigger an automated 
contextual animation appropriate to that object.  For instance, The Flash might run into a lamp post 
launch node and automatically grab the post, swing himself around it, and fling himself down his new 
vector.  In this way, The Flash will be able to perform fluid and graceful acrobatics like the nimble athlete 
that he is without slowing down.  Launch nodes will also be required for some of The Flash’s stunt 
abilities, detailed in the next section. 
 
Certain launch nodes will quickly change the Flash’s direction and speed and give control right back to 
the player, while others will temporarily take control from him.  In those latter cases, player control is 
neutralized so that The Flash will navigate down a predetermined path automatically and without possible 
interruption. This allows the player to quickly navigate in ways that he would have difficulty doing himself.  
For example, if one of the city shortcuts had The Flash quickly running up a fire escape, rather than 
having the player try to navigate from launch node to launch node in such a confined area with little time 
to react, the game will take control and quickly zip him from ground level up to the rooftop in spectacular 
Flash fashion.  Our main goal with the launch nodes is for players of any skill level to be able to easily 
accomplish extraordinary Flash-like maneuvers. 



 
 
Launch nodes are intrinsically tied directly to what speed The Flash is traveling.  Some launch nodes will 
only become available when the player reaches a certain speed zone.  These launch nodes would lead to 
shortcuts or harder alternate paths with more speed force bonuses.  This will further encourage the player 
to maintain their momentum so that they don’t miss out on these special opportunities. Launch nodes will 
be color coded to match the color of the speed zone that activates them, allowing the player to instantly 
know how fast he needs to be going in order to get that launch node to appear.  
 
Launch nodes will have a consistent visual effect overlaid on top of the level geometry, making them 
instantly recognizable in any environment.  The player will not need to do any sort of complex action to 
use them; he can trigger them by just running across them. 
 
Certain objects might also have multiple launch nodes assigned to them, and thereby will change what 
they do depending on how fast the player approaches them.  For example, a car blocking the road might 
have a launch node that at a low speed simply propels the player over the car and allows him to continue 
running down the street.  But at a higher speed, that same car launch node will now propel The Flash up 
onto another path allowing him to access a short cut.  The player will find different path options open to 
him by altering his speed through a course.  Launch nodes will allow us to create memorable tracks that 
highlight The Flash’s unique abilities, defining a totally different experience from other high speed games. 
 





 Stunts 

 The Flash will be able to perform 
graceful, high speed stunts  

 Stunts allow Flash to access hard to 
reach places  

 They can be used to aid in collecting 
hidden tokens or complete online 
achievements. 

 The player can also use certain stunts to 
damage opponents  

 Stunts are a way for the player to add 
flair and bravado to their play style  

 
Although The Flash is usually trying to prevent 
mortal catastrophes, he is no stranger to 
bravado.  The game will emphasize this aspect 
of Flash’s character by including stunts as a 
gameplay element.  These stunts will include 
graceful, high-speed maneuvers like:  
 

 Rail grind: The Flash can land on certain 
edges and protrusions and surf along 
them.  

 Wall Run and Jump:  Defying gravity, 
our hero can run parallel to the ground 
along certain building façades and then 
leap into the air from them.  

 Tumble:  Flash crumples himself up into 
a spherical shape as he flips through the 
air.  

 Power slide:  The Flash drops down into 
a leg-first slide similar to a baseball 
player sliding into base.  

 Hold:  The Flash will arch his body 
striking a dynamic pose that creates 
drag and slows his descent as he sails 
gracefully through the air.  

 Cannonball: Instantly stopping forward 
momentum, The Flash plummets like a meteor.  

 
Certain stunts will require the use of a launch node along with a button combo; some must be performed 
in midair, while others can be performed on the ground at any time. These stunts will be easy to perform, 
keeping the button and controller combinations to do them as simple as possible.   
 
Even though stunts can be used just for showing off as one navigates through the city they do have a 
deeper purpose.  Many times, stunts will be required to access alternate paths such as: 

 Grinding down a telephone line that connects two buildings together 

 Using a power slide to skid under a door as it is closing to obtain a powerup  

 Rolling into a tumbling ball to access a tight passageway. 

 Doing a hold to allow the player to cover a gap that a normal jump wouldn’t. 
 



There will also be alternative game mechanics plugged into the stunt system as well.  Icons will be 
scattered around the city in hard to reach places.  Only by using stunts can players get to these locations 
to collect these tokens (more information on the Flash Tokens can be found in the “Collectables” 
section).  We are also considering tying them into online achievements like using tumble to destroy a 
certain number of Cadmus Probes, or rewarding the player for grinding on every grindable surface.     
 
Stunts can also tie into combat by allowing the player to do some acrobatic maneuver that directly affects 
his foes.  For example: 

 Approaching a group of bad guys at top speed, The Flash decides to drop down into a power 
slide which allows him to crash into a few opponents like a bowling ball smashing into pins, 
knocking their feet out from under them and dropping them to the ground.  

 Chasing a helicopter through the city, The Flash propels himself off a launch node towards it, 
tucking himself into a tumble and slamming into the craft like a projectile launched from a 
trebuchet.  

 Leaping off a building the Flash notices a group of evil doers below him and crumples himself into 
a ball, crashing down onto them unexpectedly and producing a mini shockwave.  

 
Stunts are a way for the player to add flair and bravado to their play style, proving the adage that the joy 
is not in the destination, but the journey. 
 

Alternate Paths 

 When traveling through the city the player will be able to take an easy path or a variety of more 
challenging paths. 

 Easy paths are set up to get the casual player from A to B with little trouble. 

 Challenging paths have more shortcuts, powerups, and stunt opportunities 
 
Each pathway between scenarios will have an easy path down the city streets that the player can 
follow.  It won't require much skill to quickly navigate from start to finish down these easy paths as the 
game will be very user friendly in helping to guide them along. This way, the player that simply wants to 
get from point A to point B without challenging his navigational skills too much can do so fairly easily and 
without having to worry about dodging every small obstacle in his way.  The current thought is that the 
easy paths will mainly be the streets and avenues that The Flash is running down.  It’s when he leaves 
the road when things will get more complicated.  It is important to note that players that do take the easy 
path will find fewer Speed Force power ups and come across fewer stunt opportunities.  
 
As an alternative, tracks will also have optional, more challenging paths that the player can take 
instead.  These are the more vertical and twisting and turning paths scattered through out the city.  There 
will be more obstacles on these paths making navigation more difficult.  Traversing these paths from start 
to finish will also usually require more frequent use of launch nodes and stunts.  Certain paths might even 
drop the player back down to the regular path if they cannot maintain a high enough speed.  These paths 
are rife with other opportunities though. They act as shortcuts through the city and knowing how to get 
onto them will be essential in cutting down travel time.  These paths will have a high concentration of 
launch nodes giving the player ample opportunities to pull off stunts and find collectables.  They also will 
have a higher concentration of Speed Force power ups found along the way compared to the easy path. 

High Speed Combat 

 At higher speed, combat shifts accordingly. 

 Flash will have attacks that jostle opponents with a quick fist or elbow.  

 Against larger and tougher targets he also has the ability to charge forward to ram his target. 
 



At high speeds, The Flash no longer has access to his normal set of moves, and will instead have a more 
limited set of shoves and punches which will allow him to attack other high speed enemies, such as the 
Speedsters, without losing his tremendous velocity.  Even a more limited set of moves will add a whole 
new dimension to Fastest Man Alive’s high speed gameplay, allowing for duels between The Flash and 
high speed villains or online opponents in multiplayer mode. 
 
The Flash will have a way to select targets just like he does in normal hand to hand combat, but rather 
than pulling off advanced combos with button presses, attacks will become more of a ramming type 
maneuver where The Flash dashes forward in a blur, impacting his target and then falling back to where 
he was before the attack.  As mentioned above, The Flash will also be able to do less drastic maneuvers 
where he can simply try to jostle anyone that might be around him by throwing out a quick fist or elbow. 
 
Our hero also has access to a different set of Speed Force abilities when traveling at high speeds that will 
not only aid him in combat but in navigation as well.  See the Navigational Speed Force section for more 
information on these powers. 

Speed Traps 

 Speed Traps create an area in which Flash cannot fully access the Speed Force, preventing him 
from traveling at his top speeds   

 In these areas he will only be allowed to move at super speed in short bursts   

 Once out of the area The Flash will be able to race back up to his maximum velocity 

 Certain enemy types carry portable speed traps 

 The player can either try to take them on head first by approaching at a high velocity or can take 
a round about way to the enemy and attack from a blind spot 

 
   
An element that we are introducing to the game’s story in order to facilitate necessary gameplay is the 
Speed Trap.  In order to allow the player the best navigational control in tight combat situations, the 
player needs to be slowed down so that he can only travel slightly faster than a normal human.  Any 
faster and player navigation becomes unwieldy and frustrating.  To achieve this, there will be two types of 
Speed Traps introduced into the game that the player will have to deal with. 
 
Flash’s nemesis Professor Zoom will be using devices that he has hidden all over the city in “hot spots” 
that absorbs the ambient Speed Force energy The Flash is tapping into and as part of his master plan, 
using that energy to shunt the Twin Cities into the Speed Dimension.  These Speed Traps create an area 
in which Flash cannot fully access the Speed Force, preventing him from traveling at his top speeds.  In 
these areas he will only be allowed to move at super speed in bursts displayed mostly when he dashes 
from target to target or through the use of combos and special attacks.  Once out of the area The Flash 
will be able to race back up to his maximum velocity.  Most of the core combat situations will take place in 
an area that has been affected by one of these traps.   In the final fight with Zoom, the player will be clued 
into these devices and will finally be allowed to locate and destroy them. 
 
The other version of a Speed Trap is the type can that can be attached to a certain enemy type which 
essentially creates a moving version.  Armed with technology developed by The Turtle, these enemies 
will have a portable speed trap device attached to their body that they can activate at anytime in an 
attempt to slow The Flash down.  Like the stationary Speed Trap, they also create an area of influence 
that once the Flash enters into his navigational speed is drastically reduced.  The player has two avenues 
as to how to defeat these enemies.  They can try to do the direct approach and as long as the player is 
moving fast enough and the enemy doesn’t perceive the player coming he can attack at full power.  But if 
the player isn’t moving fast enough, the enemy will be clued into his approach and activate the field.  The 
player could try instead to take a roundabout way to the encounter with the enemy, trying to approach him 
from a blind spot and catch him unaware instead.   
 
 


